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The second part is usually taken to be from the root dig-, "to knead", seen also in dough ; the sense
development from bread-kneader, or bread-maker, or bread-shaper, to the ordinary meaning, though not
clearly to be traced historically, may be illustrated by that of "lord". The primary meaning of "mistress of a
household" is now mostly obsolete, save for the term landlady and in set phrases such as "the lady of the
house. The term is also used in titles such as First Lady and Lady Mayoress , the wives of elected or appointed
officials. The singular vocative use was once common but has become mostly confined to poetry. Usage[ edit ]
In British English , "lady" is often, but not always, simply a courteous synonym for "woman". Public toilets
are often distinguished by signs showing simply "Ladies" or "Gentlemen". The American journalist William
Allen White noted one of the difficulties in his autobiography. He relates that a woman who had paid a fine for
prostitution came to his newspaper to protest, not against the fact that her conviction had been reported, but
that the newspaper had referred to her as a "woman" rather than a "lady". After the incident, White assured his
readers, his papers referred to human females as "women", with the exception of police court characters, who
were all "ladies". These social class issues, while no longer as prominent in this century, have imbued some
formal uses of "lady" with euphemism e. Commenting on the word in , C. However, some women, since the
rise of second wave feminism , have objected to the term used in contexts such as the last example, arguing
that the term sounds patronising and outdated when used in this way; a man in the same context would not
necessarily be referred to as a "gentleman". It is suggested by academic Elizabeth Reid Boyd that feminist
usage of the word "lady" has been reclaimed in the 21st century. During the Middle Ages , princesses or
daughters of the blood royal were usually known by their first names with "Lady" prefixed, e. Lady Elizabeth;
since Old English and Middle English did not have a female equivalent to princes or earls or other royals or
nobles. Aside from the queen, women of royal and noble status simply carried the title of "Lady". As a title of
nobility, the uses of "lady" in Britain are parallel to those of "lord". The Dowager Lady Smith. The title
"Lady" is also used for a woman who is the wife of a Scottish feudal baron or laird , the title "Lady" preceding
the name of the barony or lairdship. The daughters of dukes, marquesses and earls are by courtesy "ladies";
here, that title is prefixed to the given and family name of the lady, e. Lady Jane Smith, and this is preserved if
the lady marries a commoner , e. Mr John and Lady Jane Smith. When a woman divorces a knight and he
marries again, the new wife will be Lady Smith while the ex-wife becomes Jane, Lady Smith. Female
members of the Order of the Garter and Order of the Thistle also receive the prefix of "Lady"; here that title is
prefixed to the given and family name of the lady, e. The word is also used as a title of the Wicca goddess,
The Lady. Margaret Thatcher was informally referred to in the same way by many of her political colleagues
when Prime Minister of Great Britain. Her husband was later created a baronet, thus making her "Lady
Thatcher" as of right. After she retired, she was given a barony as Baroness Thatcher of Kesteven, and was
thereafter known as "The Lady Thatcher". Elsewhere in the Commonwealth , the word is used in a similar
fashion to aristocratic usage in Britain. In Nigeria the Yoruba aristocrats Kofoworola Ademola and
Oyinkansola Abayomi made use of the word due to their being the wives of British knights. In the BDSM
community, many female dominants choose the title Lady as an alternative to the more commonly used
Mistress.
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They are a 24 hour medical facility that responds to all types of pet emergencies at any time of the day or
night. Pet emergencies often times occur out of the blue and at unexpected times. Due to this, pet owners in
Lady Lake view animal hospitals with admiration and the peace of mind that good pet care is just around the
corner no matter the time and how dire the situation. Most general practices provide some emergency care,
some dedicated clinics in Lady Lake, Florida specialize in emergencies only, and other pet health care
facilities provide a spectrum of services, including emergency care. About 15 percent of small animal
practices in the U. Trained Pet Doctors in Lady Lake, Florida Speaking of good pet care, a Lady Lake
veterinary hospital is just as good as the staff and doctors that operate it. The same goes for vet clinics as well.
However a hospital employs a larger staff and has more experienced specialists in its fleet capable of handling
all pet emergencies. If your pet has a specific medical condition or disease, it is always a good idea to check
with the local Lady Lake veterinary hospital for all the types of pet services they provide. Training among
veterinarians also varies. Although specialty training is not required to administer emergency and critical care,
some vets pursue internships or residency programs to obtain additional experience. Some also become
Diplomates of the American College of Veterinary Emergency and Critical Care , which requires an additional
three years of intense training in treating life-threatening conditions after receiving a Doctorate of Veterinary
Medicine. We will help get you and your pet fast local service. If you have any questions or concerns we are
always available. Full Service Emergency Vet Most veterinary clinics in Lady Lake simply do not have the
right equipment to conduct detailed scans and x-rays on a pet. Hence they always recommend that a pet be
examined at a hospital for any serious medical condition or symptoms. A veterinary hospital can
accommodate different types of pets. Whatever type of provider you choose for your pet, be warned that
emergency services might take a chunk out of your wallet. Veterinarians and members interviewed for this
story acknowledged that emergency care for pets can be quite costly due to factors like round-the-clock
staffing; technology that may include ultrasound machines, oxygen cages or fluid pumps; and medicine or
supplies. The costs for care vary depending on the case, but most require a fee for the initial exam. The
American Veterinary Medical Association says there is no standard model for the industry, but some
emergency vets require payment before treatment. Areas that we cover We have emergency veterinarian
clinics in cities all across the nation. The office is very clean and the waiting room is spacious. They do go out
of their way to make you comfortable in a stressful situation. I knew from the moment Doctor walked into the
room that my sweet 10 week old kitten was in the right place! She knelt down on the floor, showed her love
and affection all while still letting her explore and giving her a nice little well check. The staff, technicians,
and doctors are all very professional, and caring. Emergency Vet in Florida.
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Well she got the job, as well as possesive Alpha for a mate, and a pack of well over a thousand werewolves.
Talk about getting more than you bargined for. Found by a pack of Lycan Wolves after the death of her
parents, she has been raised in the world of supernatural. She always dreaded the day when she would have to
explain her shape shifting family to the man she loved. The old Victorian house is perfect. Except for one little
thing. Strange things keep happening in the house. Like a room suddenly painted by itself. She has heard the
rumors of the being in the castle, an unhallowed creature and said to feed upon the servants in the castle. After
all you can only run so far from your problems but you can never outrun the pack. One woman, six male
werewolves. The Beginning by S. Wright Disney told a romantic story of a beautiful young maiden who
learned to love a beastly Prince Disney left out a lot. Here is the real story Filled with the darkest creatures of
the night, Murder, Lies, War, and of course It is time to mark his mate. The thing is, his mate is Stacy - a white
human girl who tries all attempts to reject his love. She would try all means to get him out of her life,
including exorcising him. Would Ivor ever get his mate or would his one-sided love end up costing his life?
His eyes flashed to a shade of the darkest black, and he snarled, showing his sharpened teeth. She has always
been mine! Vampires are after her. She is assigned a werewolf protector, a Dark Guardian. But what happens
if they get too close? Too busy for a mate, but fate had decided on a mate for him and he was getting her.
Dangerous, tough, and easily enraged. M - English - Supernatural - Chapters: She never thought she would
attract the attention of one of the most powerful and dangerous men in the world. When he sees Amelia, he
wants her M - English - Romance - Chapters: Vaelus is a battle hardened warrior who has trouble forming
bonds. When the two have to join forces to defeat a powerful enemy, will they finally be able to trust each
other
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Veterinary medicine -- Kansas -- Biography. Women -- Biography. The lady is a veterinarian: the pioneer women who
graduated from the School of Veterinary Medicine, Kansas State College, / Lesley Ann Gentry.
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I'm asking recommendations for a Veterinarian in or around the Lady Lake area that is great, with a caring doctor & staff
as well as Mary A.: Florida vet hospital dr alan Krause. Avenida central.
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Click on individual veterinary practices where you will find contact information, a map and a link to create driving
directions.
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Animal Medical & Surgical Hospital - Gilmer, TX Website of Dr. Cherie Nazzal - The Lady Vet - Call () We would like to
welcome you to the Animal Medical & Surgical Hospital of Gilmer, Texas where your pets are treated as family.
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